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In beginning this talk, I first want to try to maneuver clear of 

,l ·U<1 _, 
11 

" 

. ~ .; :na : ! s hoa 1tynarked on :ny charts Semantics. 

1-lcnj at the Wdr College as I recall it, you use the terms 

leaden->hip, cn'Timand, and comin::rnd dedsion without very 

cle;.n· clistinC'tions, although each term certainly implies some-

thin1~ different. In preparing thjs talk I have considered command 

and military leaders'1ip to be approximately synonymous. I consider 

command and decision as a special part of leadership into which I will 

not venture, except to !Q_entify_it as that part of military leadership 

w llich relates to the employmP.nt of forces. 

I also w::i.nt to ask you not to restrict your thinking of leadership to 

the narro_y~. -sens_e_ of the condu_c_t and ~rsonali!,y of the commander. I 

have found that these features often tend to dominate our_t_hinking about 

this2ub~_t. One of the MARKS of good leadership is the ability of the 

commander to imbue his subordinates with liking .. r_~e-~ and sometimes 

even with affection for him personally, and to earn their confidence. His 

pers~nality, his bear!_J!g, and his relati~!,!§._\!U:h his subor.Qinates_ seem 

to have a great deal to do with this, and because they are so prominent, 

and hecause we greatly admire them, they often obscure other q·Jalities 

that are even more essential. So it's usually a mistake to concentrate 

your examination of military leadership on the commander's behavior., 

because you are so apt to be led astray by superficialities that vary 

widely betwr~en individuals. 



Let me give you several examples to illustrate my point. 

General MacArthur was aloof. almost Olympian; General 

Eisenhower was approachable and unreserved. Admiral 

Nimitz was patient and forebearing, but Admiral King was 

impatient. intolerant, and sometimes harsh. Admiral Spruance 

was detached and cool, while Admiral Halsey was bluff, pug-
1..N......U. 

nacious., and noisy. AThese men were so different in behavior 

and personality that to find the key to their leadership., if in-

deed there is a key., I think we must broaden our examination 

considerably. My conclusion is that we must look at the com

mander's undertaking~s well as his image, 

Therefore., in considering military leadership., or command., 

I am disinclined to settle for definitions of leadership which read 

like this very good one by Field Marshal Montgomery: Y (;.- 1 A OtJ 

"The capacity and the will to rally men and women to a common 

purpose., and the character which will inspire confidence." 

Instead I would suggest this: ··l(~ 1.e 
"The ability to exercise authority over men in°~~h a wa, as 

to enhance, ~heiF ehB:F1:ees--Of...success, inspiring those who ~uld 

willing support the GGmmea-caus.e., and compelling those who 

would not. " 

L_ F- \ '"-1 
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I object to the first definition because it suggests that personal 

attraction is a major element of leadership. 

I also object to the first definition because it does not recog-

nize that leadership must sometimes "compel" men as well as 

II 11 II ra y them. 

I prefer the second definition because it addresses itself more 

directly to the essence of military leadership: the exercise of 

authority over men. 
... 

I also prefer the second definition because it discloses the 

significance of professional ability, and the responsibility for 

success which is attached to the authority of the leader. 

My discussion of leadership is going to be based on my defin-

ition. I will be discussing the exercise of authority over men, so 

as to enhance their chances of success, ed ia inspir~some and 

C.t~~ 
• 1 thers. My frame of reference will be the command 

responsibilities which I hope you will all encounter in the near 

future. 

I have intended my definition to imply that military leadership 

is a combination of things to be done and of techniques for doing 

them. The things to be done are those things which will "enhance 

the chances of the men for success". I would like to point out 

that the greatest emphasis should be placed on the element of sue .. 

cess, because the success of the common effort is the object of 

leadership and the responsibility of the commander. Also, as you 

all know, success at the moment of testing comes as the result of 
/ 
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the individual efforts of the men. and rarely as the result of 

the direct involvement of the commander. The decisions of the 

commander will determine the tasks which a man is confronted 

with,, or the ground he fights on, or the means at his disposal, _t _+ \..I""::::: .>. c,,gl Q.._--... 
but the matter of success or failure is up to him.: ;}e enee 

~at a battle is a large number of individua;combats going 

on at the same time, ~i\Ith.:~h we may have to substitute a 

weapons system crew for the •1 1gle soldie::ri think this is still 
,... MAJ 

true and should be kept in mind I Because of this, military lead-

ership ~gina with a clear realiration of the importance of the man 

to the outcome of the common effort. and of the 1\9&J)Olllil>iltttp1 

of the commander in preparing the man for the ta•ks required of 

' 
him. Therefore I want to talk first about the very practical aide 

of leadership which contributes most directly to 11ucce11s. and 

later on discuss other things of a more abetract nature whiah will 

effect the commander's relations with hi• aubordinate•. and w4J.1 .. 
be principally responsible .for his so-called "image." 

To suggest to you what I mlan by ~ practical side of leader

~~ 
ship let me ask you 0111• t e questions. 

1 What did ~parte do a.a General and First Consul to bring 

order to the military affairs of France after years of revol.UOnary 
.. 

chaos. and to transform the French military aystem into the most 

powerful in Europt.? 

What did Wellington do in the Peninsula to shape an army from 

what he called "the scum of the earth". and to maintain thla Army 

successfully against sizeable numerical odds o~ almost continuous 

aampalen for •even years? 
A 



What did General Per&hing do when he was sent 3000 miles 

away from home with carte-blanche orders as commallder of 

an expeditionary force which had virtually no men. no aettled 

organization. no training., no general staff, practically no equip-

ment., and no psl:hological preparation for modern war? Within 
.H.-~~ 

18 months ~ numbered 2 million men and was the most 

effective and vigorous army on either side. 

What would you have done had you been Admiral Nimitz 

taking command of a shattered fieet ud of an ocean area..-1.argely 

held by the ene1n7. while you brou1ht Into u11e naval force• of a 

aime and character never eeen before? 

I think tt ta ilh ... •t••F••-•' •••-*'D._ .. ,..,-... _. in the tioas of • ac 
'• 

. 
I commander• nch aa the• that we wm ft.nil the ll'tu4~ ol leader-

ship mo•t rewardina. I aay t~ becau.e the practical vnder-

takings Df theae commanders to prepare their men to succeed are 

the common factors of their leadership. regardless of differences 

in their personalities. 

key a to leadePahip. whethe• "8'11 aM a l"&t tap+ajn or a am·U 

( 

\ c:!Nnmawl&r· 

i; E ._, · PE~Htl.l(!,} N-, for some small. glimpaea of military leaderehip 

worldn1 "-"' to enhance the chances of a command for •ucc•• -

111mpsea which will disclose 'these practical undertakings - I want 

to read •everal diary entries made in 1940 and 1941 bfanother 

diati.Jleuiahed soldier who was also coming from behind. •o to speak. 
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They were made by General Sir 

~time in command of the land defenses of England. You will re
~ lflJt/.1 

call the circumstancesA how the British Army was in a desperate 

situation. having lost virtually all of its equipment at Dunkirk. 

Note how 1a each instance the direct and ener1etic participation 

of the Commander is involYed. 

1. ORGANIZATION 

"July 23--- (Flew to York) and had both corps commanders 

meet me for a discuaaion on oraani.zation of 

de feMes. 11 

"Sept 12--- Had lon, talk with PM on oraamzation of defenses 

on the narrows." 

"Jan 5--- Had a lecture on Armored Dtri8tan orpntaatJ.gn, 

signal larout., and admbd.tratlve •rse•set...,. 

Commept; The Comna.nder must enwre that llt. or1•ntaati• Mat 

suits his tasks. He must further ensure that the orrant•ati• i8 

understood by his subordinates and that the duties of every man are 

clearly established. 
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2. TRAINING 

"July 27 --- visited 46th division found it in a lamentably 

backward state of training,. barely fit to do 

platoon training. 11 

"Jan 5 --- went to Staff College for the big exercise in 

armored forces that I am running there. Gave 

opening address. 11 

Comment: Men must be taught the uses of their weapons and to 

coordinate them in the way envisioned by the commander. Since 

it is the commander's concept of operations which governs all 

coordination of arms1 the commander himself is vital to the pro-

..-t ~ • 0 tu •• : .... • ~" G t" ·, a-4 (;" ~ 
cess of instruction. \ ~ ~~ F-_.----r- 'oi'7..;.,.;t..1;~, 

3. TESTING \j £+ ·~ ayg:w----
"Nov 1940 --- A very useful exercise,. judging from the 

numb er of mistakes I saw. It is lamentable 

how poor we are in Army and Corps Com-

manders. We ought to remove several. 11 

11 May 1 ---- got up at 5:15 AM to watch let Armored 

Division exercise,. based on one I had carried 

out theoretically during the winter." 

Comment: Testing is vital to the Commander to disclose de-

ficiencies in organization and instruction,. and to measure the 

capabilities of subordinates. 

7 



4. EQUIPMENT 

"Jan 1941 --- I raised the lamentable lack of arms ---

(Which) did not please Winston at all. He 

considered it most ungrateful of me to com-

plain --- I considered that it was my duty to 

draw attention to the shortages that prevailed." 

"Apr 29 --- Went to see demonstration of new anti-tank 

weapon - was very much impressed. Am going 

to press hard for their rapid development. " 

"May 13 --- Attended second 'Tank Parliament' at 10 Downing 

Street. Discussed me.tntenance and spare parts." 

Comment: Because of the interaction between his mission and the 

means at his disposal,, the commander is the officer best qualified 

to present the needs of his command for equipment to the authDrities 

who must provide it. He therefore must exert himself to be in-

formed of the capabilities and limitations of his equipment and of 

the measures required to maintain and improve it. 
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5. PSYCHOLOGICAL PREPARATION 

"Jan 8 ---- Finished up armored exercises and then made 

my final remarks. The latter gave me an op-

portunity of instilling a little more offensive 

spirit into the Army,, and also of expressing my 

views regarding the present stagnation of higher 

t . in " ram g. 

Comment: Psychological preparation is the "invisible armor" 

of men in battle or emergency. Without it, the results of all 

prior training may be nullified by the shock of realities. It is 

also the device used by the commander to condition his subordinates 

to emphasize lines of action or policies which are of primary 

importance. 

I 

(- j rF 
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I have assembled these diary entries to give you a capsule 

picture of military leadership hard at work on essential under
, ... ,..,,J.t~i-> 

takings. These five ~ -- organization, training, testing,, 

equipment,, and psychological preparation constitute which we 

F~£~ 
might call the ~ of successful military leadership. They 

A 
are essential because the chances of failure are increased 

whenever any one of them is neglected, whether we are con

sidering e{;~ enemy~ wartime~ or meeting 

arbitrary standard of readiness in peacetime. I feel sure you 

will all recognize that theee Ul~811 lkz apply very 

f>'lL I 
directly to the smaller commands .... Y?u and I will hold) Theres 

-I • ::i::ed to dwell on that point, ~t I would like to dis· 

cuss the1 I thhiWS briefly i § Eh al SJ,, to bring out W er IJ(YY'-t 

tw 1 &titer points that may not be ao •ious. 

You all know the old expression, that a leader must know his 

men. What are you supposed to know about them? Personal 

details? State of training? Likes and dislikes? Reliability? 
~, 

Perhaps . ..irM I sugges~that there are really only two baaic 

questions to be asked about any man. First, is he competent to 

do his job? Second, will he willingly give his best to support the 

common effort, or; to put it frankl)) must he be compelled to do so? 

10 



'\1 .::;t men can be made competent,, in a somewhat narrow 

•1)-)1·, by instruction or by reassignment to easier duties. But 

<L man is not really competent unless he is exerting his best efforts 

in performing the job he's been trained for. In other words, com-

petency in a broad sense, is equal to training plus motivation. 

Now when an officer assumes command, he cannot at first 

know which of his men are well motivated.- that is, who can be 

inspired to give their best efforts. He also does not lmow the 

actual degree of competency of his men, as compared to tt:ieir 

reported or presumed competency. So the first steps a leader 

must take often stem from the need to answer these basic questions 

about his men, 

1(-\ Well., first he should organize his command in such a way that 
I 

the responsibilities of every man are clarified and are distinct and 

separate from the responsibilities of any other man.. He does this 

so that as his men perform their duties day by day, they are standing 

as much as possible on their own efforts, and are neither beint advanced 

or retarded by the performance of others. Unle1111 this is done, he 

will be unable to measure individual performance. Whenever there is 

overlapping or dual responsibility, you will find that the good man 

will not give his best efforts because he doesn't like to share credit 

for results with the slacker who may be riding on his back. Ancr the 

slacker will drift along counting on the good man to get him by. 

~~ 
Second, ~should ensure that a vigoro~s training program is 

in effect and that it is oriatted towards the mission of the command. 

11 



I have found that where Ag a ca& command attention is lacking, 

this yj:tal matter becomes ~griented.2.nd perfumrtor.¥ due to the 

intrusion of extraneous material, and to °natural inertia. rl1&.t ~~ ~ 
~~~ 

And, third he should keep his command at work on various tasks 

that will test the performance of individuals. Of course he should 

be careful not to ask for undertakings that are beyond them, but 

he should ensure that as their abilities incre~e,, more difficult 

undertakings are required. As a practical matter, the testing of 

a command is relatively easy. What is required is that the commander 

possess sufficient knowledge and experience to know what situations 

each element of his command might encounter and also th~genuity 
.., .... -.... """" 

and energy to impose these situations upon them. 

Throughout this process, the commander should be watching his 

men as well as their results. He must never lose sight of the basic 

questions: who is competent and who is not ----who will willingly 

give his best efforts and who will not. 

I am sure you all will agree that unless these steps are taken, 

so that the men are sorted out and identified with individual res-------- ·----
ponsibilities, f~r which the,.x_~:;..~.!bJlll.irul.tt~ted, the commander is 

building on sand. No matter how personable and persuasive a man 

he is, he will end wh~re he begins - - - with a mob instead of a team. 

And if he fails to test his command, both as a team and as in-

dividuals, he is living in a world of dreams and assumptions, because 
1.A>O"""'r 

he v.,ill agt know until too late where his Command is strong and 

where it is weak. 

12 
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Well, Organization, 'Instruction and le sting are three of the factors 

that the success of your men will depend on. I have been very brief 

with these because I don't want to belabor fundamentals. My only 

adviG.e to you is never to take them-1.cu: grant~ Now let's look a bit 

more closely~!e of the other factors, which is certainly no less important, 

but which is the least often identified or discussed. 

When men are confronted with the realities of combat or an 

emergency, for which they have been trained, whether or not their 

training is applied is often a question of their psycological preparation 

for the impact of these realities. I am sure that you have all experienced 

situations where men with the same training in procedures or techniques 

have reacted very differently in moments of stress,, so that some were 

effective and others were not. It's quite possible that the psycological 

preparation of these men may have been the variable factor. 

I want to impress on you that as commanders of combat units, 

you will have a responsibility for ensuring that your men are 

µsycologically battle- re adj) as well as battle- ready in their procedures 

and equipment. I must admit that in peacetime this is often hard to do, 

for one reason because battle readiness is frequently the victim of 

lip service and subsidiary matters become the real goals - such as 

administrative perfection, economy of operation, spit and polish,, and 

so on Nevertheless, we must not neglect this responsibility,, and should 

conscientiously give it the attention it deserves. 

How this can best be done is a subject in itself. The key seems 

to be the personal communications of the commander to his men. 

In wartime, many of these communications have become historic,, 
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especially the brief ones. I think that Nelson's famous signal 

"England expects every man to do his duty 11 was probably the 

essence of psycological preparation • 

. / 
I Now here is a photograph of another commander engaged in 

a personal effort towards the psycological preparation of troops. 

General Eisenhower's remarks to these men consisted of telling 

them what to expect of their enemy, what to count on from their 

own training,, and how important were their tasks. 

14 
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M'.)st of these men were facing combat for the first time. The 

General was perfectly forthright about the fact that many might 

be killed. But he stressed their advantages in training and 

equirment, and in the elemPnt of surprise, and he dwelt on the 

honor of any sacrifice made in the service of one's country in war. 

I think this talk had in it the essential elements of this business r; -
ei pe,.eelogisal f1P9p~~ r:~stic picture of future events, 

:.. J -2.I 
- ~/the basis for self-confidence, ana acceptance of the probablity of 

har\hip and even death. When these men had their night drop 

into Normandy they encountered many difficulties, but lack of 

psycological preparation was not one of them. 

Let me give you one more illustration of this point. 

l ' l'\. t 

I Here ) 

:;[JJ: another great man whose leadership v• iU nut soon be forgotten. 

In the summer of 1940 Mr. Churchill circulated through the inner 

J-'cl__ 
circles of his government a document \•&ch ·I 1 

; 1tl8 like to read 

to you. I think you will find it an interesting example of what 

we are talking ahout. This is what he said: 

11
0n what rnay be the eve of an a.ttemrted invasion or battle for 

our native land, the Prirn0 Minister desires to impress upon all 

pen;ons holding responsible positior s in the Government, --- thdr 

15 
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duty to maintain a spirit of alert and confident energy. While 

every precaution must be taken that time and means afford, 

there are no grounds for supposing that more German troops 

can be landed in this country, either from the air or across 

the sea, than can be destroyed or captured by the strong forces 

at present under arms. The Royal Air Force is in excellent 

order and at the highest strength yet attained. The German 

Navy was never so weak, nor the British Army at home so 

strong as now. The Prime Minister expects all His Majesty's 

servants in high places to set an example of steadiness and 

resolution. They should check and rebuke the expression of 

loose and ill-digested opinions in their circles, or by their sub

ordinate': They should not nesitate to report, or if necessary 

remove, any persons --- who are found to be conciously exer

cising a disturbing or depressing influence. Thus alone will 

they be worthy of the fighting men who have already met the enemy 

without any sense of being outmatched in martial qualities." 

It's interesting to take this historic admonition apart. Did 

you note that it began with the psychological preparation of sub

ordinates for the shock of coming events? Then the basis of self

confidence was stressed in such an adroit way that no doubts 

were admitted. The vision of worthiness was summoned as in

spiration, but the glove was taken off and the heavy hand of 

compulsion was laid bare. There was to be no flinching or 

whimpering. Putting all this in less formal language, when he 
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was urging his countrymen to go after the invaders with fow-

ling pieces and pitchforks. Mr Churchill coined the phrase 

lly • II ou can always take one with you . 

In my com··nent of General Drooke's diary entries which 

illustrated this noint, I said that it was also the device used by 

a com ma nder to condition his subordinates to emphasize lines 

of action or policies of primary importance. No doubt you have 

all done this on numerous occasions, perhaps without being 

aware of it. Anytime you may have told your men about 

the importance of a clean ship, or proper dress you were 

building into them a reflex against dirt and litter and sloppy 

personal appearance. And this matter applies to far more im-

portant things than dress. It applies to the manner in which men 

will do technical work, where they cannot be supervised, where 

the degree of care and accuracy i.s perhaps a matter of life and 

dl-::at:h to someone elsP. If you want an area in which you can obtain 

a cb: t0 day reading on the quality of leadership in a command, 

th is one wi ll do better than most, because it is the one wherein,, 

the pe rsonal intervention of the commander can be most effective, 

and is really indispensable. -As a matter of t'aet,, when soi:isideratjous 

of-·ieader "hip are ttmited·i:o---ttre- beltavior ·-and persomrlity-ef-tke 

c..om-A'tm'Tder; thts ispr0baoty-me"1trea-tha t' " 19 Bing exam iru:d,, 

I have save the essential undertakings which I called 

11 Equipm e nt" until last, because I find I cannot talk about it without 
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blending in somettling ~bout organization, instruction, testing, and 

psycological preparation. 

When General Brooke was watching the first anti-tank weapons 

based on the shaped charge, or discussing tank spare parts with the 

Prime Minister, his object was the provision of means to commanders 

in the field. You and I have a different object regarding equipment . 
...a.t ·d t _f \!\o..J~ ·~i· &--'A-·'- I._ -t-~<;.._~A..

Our object is to employ it successfully and as you all know/\ At some point 
J v\ ..A. '\.6-~ '-\..>-~ -,...1,_.._,~ .l'f.:i.""- .._>J-C-..J. . • 

then, leadership comes face to face with machinery. As you and I get 

older, and the machinery gets younger, the situation can become 

II • d • JI curiouser an c ur1ouser • 

We cannot inspire a machine with talk, we cannot reward it, 

we cannot give orders to it, we cannot bring it to mast. Yet it 

can make or break our operations. Well, do machines lie entirely 

in the hands of the technicians? Can they be influenced at all by 

leadership? Must the Commander himself be a technician? In 

brief, what is the relation between leadership and machines? 

Well, obviously the relationship is with the technician and not 

with the machine. But I find that many people fail to understand this, 

particularly young officers. To the~ the mach4?~ is the object with 

pPrsonality. It is "well'' or it is "sick". It is warm to the touch. It 

has light. It m'.:>ves. It is capable of pleasing or aggravating the 

, Captain. In short, it can become the center of attention, so much so 

that the technician may become a mere human adjunct to the machine, 

sC'mewhat de-personalized, and not the center of attention at all. 

18 



All that is required for you to correct thi• 11ituatl.on when you 

encounter it is to depersonalize the machine and to make the 

technician the center of attention. Then exercise your authority 

to ensure that he is not the victim of disorganization, that he has 

received the necessary instruction, that his work is being te~ted 

to ensure compliance with standards, and that you are con11tantly 

embuing him with self reliance, self-confidence, a sense of 

responsibility, and a burning sense of anxiety for success. When 

he aucceeds let him be the one to get the praise; .l.on't pat the air-

plane on the wing and praise it. 

In adilition Pd suggest that you exert yourselves to be informed 

of equipment capabilities in specific terms. Otherwise you may be 

tolerating an unacce.tM&ble condition unwittingly, or you may be 

demanding impossibil!tie~;. I'd als'0uggee~ that you)lways '1 
recepti e to the man w_h_9'wants to expla,ll_J,-'hie tech,Aca:tolS'iems, 

nical terms, w)iether or not you can fully Jndrst&nd them. 

; are unwillinii't~ do this and ~}"~ct your inter4'st ... onl~ults, 
f'u are going to, give the imprestn of being mare interest;;d in the 

machinery th~n the men. 

x x x x x x x 
~uE: Well, so much for the practical side of this li. I hope 

' )6N'r 
from the foregoing to confirm that command ilil &wt just a pose to be 

maintained in the presence of subordinates. Command is a continuing 

series of positive actions taken in pursuit of certain essential tasks. 

And deeply involved in these positive actions are the techniques 

employed by the commander for accomplishing tasks through subordinates. 
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This is where the broad subject of command narrows to an area called 

personal leadership, where we have to consider the commander and 

his su bordinates,.land this brings me to the second part of my talk . 

.ill>. 0- ~ ~e are entering the area of conduct and personality/we 

can expect to have to deal with many variables. We can certainly 

find specific guidance here, but we should remember that while we -
can learn from observing others, we will only appear foolish if we 

try to imitate them. At all times we must be ourselves, frankly 

recognizing that we will do things differently because we are different. 

The best use we can make of the examples of others is to note the 

common principals that are evident. in their personal leadership 

and then by analogy and a reductigp in 5c3le 1 try to apply these -
principals ourselves. 

I think that the personal leadership of great commanders has 

been distinguished primarily by almost unabating energy in personally 

coming to grips with the problems confronting their commands, 

whether on the field of battle or in administration. Of course, a 

touch of genius has helped, but nevertheless., a generous willing-

ness to expend energy in applying personal ability has been the 

predominant quality. 

Here is a contemporary description of Napoleon lending his 

personal leadership to the historic and often tedious business of 

revising the legal code of France: 

11
In these sittings, the First Consul mainfested those remark-

able powers Df attention and precise analysis which enabled him for 

ten hours at a stretch to devote himself to one object without ever 
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allowing him.::i- I 1 to be distracted by memory or hy errant thoughts. 

~ ot only are thirty-seven laws discussed at this table - the Consul 

proprounds a:.l• ·;.;tion after question concerning other matters 

how is bread r-1 tde? How shall we make a10ney? How shall 

we establish aE:curity? Ruling, administering, negotiating, 



with that orderly intelligence of his, he gets through 18 hours 

work everyday. In three years he has ruled m ')re than the 

kings ruled in a century. 
11 

And it does not matter what activity the leader is engaged in, 

the same principal of energy applies. Here is another description, 

~~(_-
of Napoleon in the field, contained in a lettei' he wrote to his ~ 

'prs~~ brother Jerome) who had been given the throne of 
·~ ·i~- ;c-~~~~ v...-~~........-{- t{,,, 

Holland and who was unable to 1ea:" e the ladies e:t home when he 
'-"-'-Ll"'--.v-.-l"--~\.. .... ~1 c. ti'-..'--..l ~. .A -rr 
~ l-

"You make war like a satrap! God in heaven,, you never learned 

that from me! When I am in camp I need neither ministers or 

luxury. I ride in front of the skirmishers and don't even allow -·-
my minister for foreign affairs to follow me. You must camp 

with the advance guard, be in the saddle day and night, march with 

the advance guard, so that you get all the news without delay. If 

you don't like that you'd better stay home in your palace. 11 

And of course there are dozens of other examples of this. The 

Duke of Wellington did his own reconnaisance also, and undoubtedly 

would have agreed with Napoleon that there were no such things as 

details, that he could safely allow to remain beneath his notice. 

Wellington wrote that his drc:ams were full of army biscuits. He 

said ' 1 
it is very necessary to ;.,iti.end to all this detail and to trace 

a bist.:uit from LislJOn into a man's mouth on the frontier, and to 



provide for its removal from place to place, or no military 

operations can be carried on, and the troops must starve. 11 

Now please do not make the mistake of thinking that lead-

ership of this sort is reserved for the men at the very top, and 

in great moments of battle. Everyone in command is at the top, 

of something, and everyday in command is a battle of a sort • 
. ..._;:. 

Just remember that men~ to the great commands through 

success in smaller one7 I ~!t!nlo Ot~i ... H that the 

techniques of their personal leadershi~ly remained con-
/\ 

stant in the process. 
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How we ourselves can apply this principal of energy is a some
t?i~-'~k..,.., _ 

what teagh- prbblem for me to discuss, because it 1 o a personal one 

titude, backed up by physical vi~or, both of which we have some - - _______ ___... ~ .-... ·- -
control over. The mental attitude can be shaped by constantly 

ordering ourselves to get off our ditty boxe~and to go look at 

the problem, wherever it is. Physical vigor is a matter of con-

ditioning to maintain a high level of physical activity. At your ages, 

you probably take your energy for granted, but you should begin 

now to safeguard your resources against the many influences that 

will tend to dissipate them. Certainly, if energy is a dominant 

factor in~ personal leadership, as I believe it to be, this 

problem deserves your conscientious attention. 
\ ----\ ,-

v-;~ , ,· . ~ ,~.Jt....."'-~'~ -
The second dominant factor, after energy, -~- t tcs 211@!5;t<Pel": 

~leadership, is p:rofes.sional gi.bgity. Professional ability 

will largely decide for a commander how_ he can best undertake the 

essential tasks of organization, training, testing and so on. And 

in the development of professional ability, there see~ to be no 

substitutes for experience and study. 

Time, and the Bureau of Naval Personnel,,. will have a lot to do 

with increasing your experience,,. but except for such marvelous 

opportunity as you are enjoying here at the War College, study 

will be up to you. I have heard Admiral Austin refer to this as 
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doing your homework. If you will observe tlH- great leaders in 

history, as wel~ as the leaders of today,, I think you will find 

this capacity for study !B characteristic of them all. ThP general 

direction of their efforts seems to have been towards preparing 

themselves for future situations which they could estimate would 

occur,, which amounts to gaining some synthetic experience to 
(At 

augment actual experience. Without the advantages occurring 

from study - that is from doing our homework - we can expect 

to be caught flat-footed when a new situation confronts us. When 

this condition becomes widespread and nobody is doing his home-

work,, you can expect serious ramifications. I think General 

,.,f> ... 

Pershing's arrival in France in 191 7 • a classic example of this. 

~~~a~lfi;:;:rft._~OJ-- ~e4'- ~ 4 g..J. ~~ 
11 As soon as the formalities incident to our arrival were over - -

t&- lay the fou.ndc.tiowa. .for the develept'ttettt·and employment oftii!e 

American Army. The size of the army, its organization,, its 

place at the front and the selection of li,J'Cs of communication,, 

all had to be determined. --- Figuratively speaking,, when the 

Acting Chief of Staff went to look in the secret files where the 

plans to meet the situation - -- should have been found,, the pigeon 

hole was empty. In other words,, · the War Department was &ue to 

face with the question of sending an army to Europe and found that 
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- ' 

the general staff had never considered such a thing! No one 

in authority had any definite idea how many men might be needed, 

how th1;,y shoulq be organized and equipped, or where the tonnage 

to transport and supply them was to come from.'' 

This is a rather 1erioue indictment,, 9,on•t you think"? I think 

' it~ie- understandable why General Pershing• s most over-taxed 

expletive soon became "to Hell with the War Department I " 

In relating the factor of experience,, that underlies professional 

ability,, to you and me,, I want to make one or two observations. I 

It\ 
recall that the late John Marqua•d,, the novelist,, once said that 

"the only real qualification for· leadership was mileage. " 1111 

agree~o the extent that mileage helps considerably but on the 

other hand we tiave all known officers with lots of experience who 

were rather indifferent leaders. In fact there is sometimes a 

danger that experience will impede a Commander rather than 

assist him,, and this is what I want to point out to you. I have in 

mind the situation where the Commander finds it easier to fall 

back on old techniques which may be second nature to him, but 

which are obsolete,, when instead he should throw himself into the 

search for new measures, or at least give his subordinates free 

/ \ rein to do so. 
\ 

._,.! / . 

. / 
In a mol'e positive vein,, I would suggest that your experienc.e 

wil'.l be invaluable to you in several specific ways. The first, 
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obviously! is the assistance given l:>y experience to the making of 

correct decisions. Your own solid experience in any matter should 

count heavily against the arguments of officers (and ~lvilians) with-

out comparable experience who are arguing from the basis of theory 

or from logic that is built an presumed fagts. In these situations 

you trust youl' awn experience because it'§ constructed on realities. 

Another great contribution your professional experience will 

make is in the way it will enhance your ability to instruct. Another 

is the way it will enhance your ability to recognize error. And 

still another is the way it will give you what I call foreknowledge of 

possibilities. Think for a moment what significant 1118 these t 

AMI•~:'* as are to a man in command. In my opinion they stem 

from profe~sional experience and from nowhere else. . ~ 

The third outstanding quality of personal leader~~ M · 
/\ 

the effective utilization of subordinates. Admiral Nimitz was sup-
---------........-........_.__~--· ..... 

posed to have condensed this whole area of leadership into three 

words, "Organize, Deputize, and Supervise. " 

_E!_one or ~as~ might~dded. 
I think the~ may 

~ 

'Jlo begin with, how many leaders have been brought down by 

~ ,~ 
defective subordinates,~ of their own choosing. f\ On the other hand, • I 

many have been assisted to success by effective subordinates. 

~Therefore, I would like to pass on to you something which I call 

the''cardinal sins" of choosing subordinates. Now these apply to all t 

I 
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of us,, also again and-agam m ~he futux·e, but for the moment, let 

us consider them in relation to our selecting subordinates for 

tasks within our own commands. 
'J ' / ! ,., , '...~ 

The first cardinal sin is that experience is mistaken for in .. 
/ 

telligence. After all, a monkey who has learned a trick after 

100 aftempts should not therefore be considered intelligent. He is 

simply experienced I If one of your officers is going to be en-

countering new and unusual situations in his duties, be careful 

that you make this distinction between experience and intelligence 

before you decide on him for the job. Experience will qqallfy a 

man to perform a similar task. Only intelligence cu ·qualify a 

man to cope with the new and different. 
Yl-' i)(:. 

The second sin is that personality and charm are mistaken for 
~ 

character. This is akin to judging a book by its cover. We can 

judge a book by reading it,, but with a man we are only permitted 

glimpses from time to time of parts of his inner substance from 

which we have to generalize. I suggest that you be alert for ~se 

opportunities and when the time comes to assess the man• s char-

acter in relation to the demands of new duties,, don't forget what 

you saw. v ~~/ ~c. 
The last of the three caidinal sins., known to me at any rate,, 

is that enthusiasm is mistaken for ablli~ Enthusiasm is an 

indicator of how hard am...; will work, not how well he will wory 
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You have p:robaply heard the story about the basic satj:ing pro-

oeduras for officers in the old German army, how they were 

enellgettc, anq either intelligent or stupid, and their assigriment 
~Ll~RL\~ ~u-k~J. ~ ~o-L~~1-

depencted on which comb\nation they possessed. ~he ones who ~~ ~ 
(I.~ 

were energetic and stupid could not be assigned anywhere be- .fu,_t ~' 

cause they were d&ngerous to the organization so they were taken ~ 
(/) 

~ 
out and shot~ at least so goes the story. I think the best thing to 

r 

be done is to attempt to channel the energy that, after all, is the 

basis of enthusiasm into a program of self- study and training. vu --
A few minutes ago when I said that military leadership is a 

combination of things to be accomplished and of the tectmiques for 

achieving them through subordinates, it probably would have been 

more accurate to say J!y subordinates. After all,, it will be your 

subordinates ~~_ .will actuallx do! O!_~!A!~t ~i!:.e~~iy supervise, _ _ 

the undertakings which you direct. Well how do you obtain the best 

efforts of these men? 

We would like to think that the best efforts of all of our subor-

dinates are obtained by the inspiration of our leadership. No doubt 

in many cases this is true. But men being what they are, inspiration 

by itself is often not enough. Best efforts - even acceptable efforts-
1: I, I 

must sometimes by compelled. This fact !~apparent to many 
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of our young~l' offioers, so that an unfair share of the bl.lrden 

sometimes falls on the Captain, Ae Commanding Ottice??ra yoQ 

might do worse than to keep in the back of your mind the old 

warning of Thomae Hobbee1 who said that man was by nature 

"A selfishl;y individualistic creature" whose life was necessarily 

\ "nasty,, brutish and short. " 

' J ' 
_. / ....... 
.... On the other hand, as we alllknow, the great majority of our 

men ar" every bit as well-intentioned and as anxious fo:r success 

as we ar«; and 'Miat their b~st efforts only await a summons. For 

some in thiEI group it is only necessary to indicate to them the 

value 9f the common effort, and the significance of thei;r own part 

for success. Others will also need a glimpse of reward, 
~ ~,I , ,.; nu~ '/)1~110,...i 

~'J ~ I have found it very helpful to take a personal interest in the 

assignment of a new task to a junior officer. It1s very easy to 

allow the nortnal administration of the ship to suffice, and not 

take a part in this, but it's not good leadership. Subordinates need 

to know several things when they are assigned to new duties, things 

which are best received from the Commander himself, One thing 

they should know ta the importapce you attach to the job,. and the 

related fact that ~ your mind the officer and that particular job 

are very very closely linked tQg~ther. At sucp a talk, you can also 

touch on tile scope of the job, 1:he problems to be encountered and 

where to get nelp, and you can also give assurance of your 
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confidence and support. I think the result )Vill be a subordinate 

WhQ is keenly aware of your interest in his duties, And if he goes 

off with just a touch of burning sense of anxiety for success,, so 

much the better 1 

All t'11~,, of course. depends upon the Commanderrs ability to 

communicate with his subordinates. We all gain practice at this 

as we go along! with the result that we generally are far better 

communicators than our younger subordinates. The effect of this 

is often to make communications a one-way arrangement - we do 

the talking and they listen. This is very detrimental,, because our 

subordinates are denied ·a chance to learn to communicate in the 

first place., and we are cutting ourselves off from knowledge and 

ide~s that they need to impart to us. Give your ;-,.q.bordinates a ·-
chance to talk to you. Encourage th;,m~~o do so. Contrive the 

• 
situations if necessary,, but let them have enough of your time to 

keep good clear communications open in both directions. 

iJ-(I~ Cqmmander must recognize that his officers are different 

from himself. and therefore they will never do things exactly as 

he would have done them,, and that their judgements and attitudes 

will always vary somewhat from his own. Too great an effort on 

your part to mold your subbrdinates in your own image will result 
·~~c;; 

in arresting their own growth. Every now and then,,1accept a 

compromise on techniques. and even willingly lose an argument 
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for the sake of giving an officer his head. But in doing so,, you 

can still make your guidance and advice apparent. For example 

when the Duke of Wellington grudgingly granted an officer's re

quest for leave in Lisbon., he granted him only two days,, with 

the comment that 11 48 hours was as long as any reasonable man 

could want to stay in bed with the same woman. " 

When a touch of compulsion becomes necessary,, I am always 

reminded of a aistinguished senior officer who used to begin by 

saying "I think we should clarify one or two factors in your mind'~ 

and then he would deliver himself very deftly,, and without raising 

his voice,, of some of the more relevant facts of life. His first step 

was always to clarify the responsibilities of his subordinates with 

regard to his own requirements. If there had been honest confusion 

on this point,, there was no need to go further. Otherwise; he 

would proceed to make clear his own determination for compliance 

and if the situation warranted,, he would also clarify the punitive 

measures at his disposal. In rare instances where he was dealing 

with a singularly ignorant person,, he would take pains t<;> clarify 

his own authority. And I noticed that after disclosing the hand of 

reti*t.batima, he always tried to disclose the helping hand of 

restitution also. Although I only saw this on a few occasions~ I am 
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told that his technique was suitable in all situations from com .. 

ma.nding a submarine to commanding a Fleet. 

But this matter of inspiration is pot so J3imple tnat a simple 

set of rules tes enough~ True,, men neeq ta be persuaded of the 

value of the common effort, and af the significance of their own 

parts, and some P1ay also need a glimpse of reward. But what 

they all need, also, is an example to follow or at least to admire, 

in the personal behavior and character of the leader. Here again, 

I would warn you that we can be badly misled by attempting to 

visualize a standard pose to be imitated. I say this because in-

sofar as behavior is concerned, it must eult the situation, which 
I 

means it must change. Men who have been unable to change have 

often been failures. You might recall that it was written about 

General Joffre that the celebrated imperturbability which he dis-

played in the early disasters of 1914 later became indistinguishable 

from insensibility. 

The conventional, rather euphorious view is that in his personal 

behavior, a leader must always exhibit self-control, tact, and 

patience in the face of exasperation, frustration, honest -error, 

stupidity and the ficklenes~ of chance. I will agree that he should 
I 

be able to exhibit these qualities if the situation permits, but he 

should also be able to exhibit something very different if it is 
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wart'linteq. If the situation calls for calmnes~, letl s tiave self 

nontrol and ataadiness. But it' a blast is what is required, let' 1iJ 

nut l1avc""' a whisper. 

As I say,. behavior is necessarily variable. What seems to 

be cimstant is character. Forcefulness .. Expressiveness, 

Resolution.., and Honorableness,, if these can be called elements 

of character,, are probably the principal foundation stone~ on 

which successful conduct is built. 

Forcefulness is the key to gaining and holding the alertnes~ 

of your subordinates and of reducing any doubts in their minds as 

to your intent or resolve. 

Without Expressiveness,, you will be unable to direct and con-

trol, unable to instruct, unable to get across your opinions and 

ideas.11 unable to indicate your approval or disapproval. 

Your own ~esolution will sustain you arid your commands in 

the face of persistent difficulties that cause discouragement or 

doubt. It will be the key to the inspirational aspects of your lead

ership. It will also be the factor that will hold your men to the 

standards that you have established. 

And of course Honorableness is the factor which will ml;lke your 

subordinates trust you and not be afraid of you., regardless of your 

irascibility or forcefulnes's. 

The self-confidence of your subordinates anc:J their confidence 

I 
in you,, which many people consider a starting point for leadership 
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I put last because it is really an effect, or a product Jf lead-

ership. When you have taken all the steps you can to enhance the 

chances of your men for succ'ess, ancl they succeed, then their 

self-confidence will develop and also thdr confidence in you. 

Confidence and leadership are seldom built on failures. 

>:• .... ,,. ··. ,. ·'· . ,. ... ,, . . .. .,. . .. . .. 

Well gentlemen, these are my thoughts on the exerc ise of 

authority over men so as to enhance their chance s for success,, 
•U... 

inspiring some and perhaps compelling others, ~k ~ou ~ 

find that the tasks which are essential to your own leadership 

are the same tasks which have been undertaken by the Wellingtons, 

and the Pershings, and the NimUza, and by the Rickovers and the 

u·~~L 
Lemays. No matter ~a command you ho;tj'~ got to 

be willing to exert yourselves strenuously at organization, and at 

training and testing, and at problems of equipment and towards 

psychological preparation. Remember that the object of your 

leadership is the success of your men and that preparing them for 

their tasks is your responsibility. It is expected that you will 

show a due regard for the feelings and rights of others, but the 

good opinion of your subordinates will follow mainly from your 

ability to enhance their chances of success. I think it will be 

unusual for you to receive tributes for your efforts but really it 

should be enough for you to perceive that the basis of tribute has 

been well laid. 
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Viewgraph I 

"The capacity and the will to rally men and women to a common purpose, 
and the character which will inspire confidence. " 

Field Marshall Montgomery 

"The ability to exercise authority over men in such a way as to enhance 
their chances of success, inspiring those who would willingly support the 
common cause, and compelling those who would not. " 

Viewgraph II 

1. ORGANIZATION 

"July 23---(Flew to York) and had both corps commanders meet me for 
a discussion on organization of defenses. 11 

"Sept 12- - -Had long talk with PM on organization of defenses on the 
narrows." 

"Jan 5- - - - -Had a lecture on Armored Divis ion organization, signal lay
out, and administrative organization." 

Viewgraph III 

2. TRAINING 

"July 27---visited 46th division found it in a lamentably backward state 
of training, barely fit to do platoon training." 

"Jan 5-----went to Staff College for the big exercise in armored forces 
that I am running there. Gave opening address. 11 

Viewgraph IV 

3. TESTING 

"Nov 1940---A very useful exercise judging from the number of mistakes 
I saw. It is lamentable how poor we are in Army and Corps Commanders. 
We ought to remove several. 11 

"May 1-------got up at 5: 15 A. M. to watch 1st Armored Division exercise, 
based on one I had carried out theoretically during the winter. 11 
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Viewgraph V 

4. EQUIPMENT 

"Jan 1941---I raised the lamentable lack of arms---(Which) did not 
please Winston at all. He considered it most ungrateful of me to com
plain- - -I considered that it was my duty to draw attention to the shortages 
that prevailed. " 

"Apr 29- - -Went to see demonstration of new ant-tank weapon-was very 
much impressed. Am going to press hard for their rapid development." 

"May 13- - - -Attended second "Tank Parliament" at I 0 Downing Street. 
Discussed maintenance and spare parts." 

Viewgraph VI 

5. PSYCHOLOGICAL PREPARATION 

"Jan 8---Finished up armored exercises and then made my final remarks. 
The latter gave me an opportunity of instilling a little more offensive spirit 
into the Army and also of expressing my views regarding the present 
stagnation of higher training. " 

Viewgraph VII 

Picture of Eisenhower. 

Viewgraph VIII 

Picture of Winston Churchill. 

Viewgraph IX 

Experience is mistaken for intelligence. 
Personality and charm are mistaken for character. 
Enthusiasm is mistaken for ability . 




